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Abstract—Biological sequence comparison is one of the
most important and basic problems in computational
biology. Due to its high demands for computational
power and memory, it is a very challenging task. The
well-known algorithm proposed by Smith-Waterman
obtains the best local alignments at the expense of very
high computing power and huge memory requirements.
This paper introduces a new efficient algorithm to locate
the longest common subsequences (LCS) in two different
DNA sequences. It is based on the convolution between
the two DNA sequences: The major sequence is
represented in the linked-list X while the minor one is
represented in circular linked-list Y. An array of linked
lists is established where each linked list is corresponding
to an element of the linked-list X and a new node is
added to it for each match between the two sequences. If
two or more matches in different locations in string Y
share the same location in string X, the corresponding
nodes will construct a unique linked-list. Accordingly, by
the end of processing, we obtain a group of linked-lists
containing nodes that reflect all possible matches between
the two sequences X and Y. The proposed algorithm has
been implemented and tested using C# language. The
benchmark test shows very good speedups and indicated
that impressive improvements has been achieved.
Index Terms—DNA similarity algorithms, DNA
sequence comparison, DNA analysis, pattern recognition,
Longest Common Sequence, Longest Common
Subsequence.

I. INTRODUCTION
In a DNA sequence, or a molecule of DNA, there are
four nucleotide bases: Adenine, Guanine, Cytosine, and
Thymine (Fig.1). The knowledge of a DNA sequence and
gene analysis can be used in several biological, medicine
and agriculture research fields such as: possible disease
or abnormality diagnoses, forensics, pattern matching,
biotechnology, etc [1-5,7,8,22]. It can be also used to
predict the function of a particular gene and compare it
with other “similar” genes from same or different
organisms. The analysis and comparison studies for DNA
sequences connected information technology tools and
methods to accelerate findings and knowledge in
biological related sciences.
Copyright © 2016 MECS

Fig.1. DNA structure

In comparative genomics, comparing genome
sequences is one of the main tasks because sequence
similarities strongly reflect the evolutionary relationships
between the corresponding species. In addition, with the
introduction of next-generation sequencing technologies,
the demand for rapid comparisons of massive amounts of
long sequences has increased in recent years. For years,
DNA comparison has been used in biology and forensics
to discriminate and compares genes or genomes. Those
tools vary in size, complexity and functionality based on
several factors. Some small tools or websites are
developed as free or open source for research or
experimental purposes. Examples of such small size
limited purpose tools or applications are: Double Act
(http://www.hpabioinfotools.org.uk/pise/double_act.html),
Genomatix
(http://www.genomatix.de),
Mobyle
(http://mobyle.pasteur.fr), ALIGN, FASTA, etc. BLAST:
(Basic Local Alignment Search Tool)[4] is an example of
a larger scale. Most of these algorithms uses Smith–
Waterman algorithm for performing sequence alignment
[6-10,21-25]. This algorithm which is also used in crimes’
forensic investigation does not use full DNA to DNA
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sequence comparison. It rather selects several segments
(e.g. eight segments) selected from the different locations
of the DNA. BLAST uses also dynamic programming
and “seeding” to find starts of possible matches[11-15].
The goal is to accelerate the process of finding matches
between DNA sequences as this can take a significant
amount of time and resources.
Another process that can be different from one tool to
another is the ranking of the different matches. This can
particularly occur when more than a match is in the same
size.
This paper addresses the problem of finding the best
match between two given DNA sequences or protein
strings. The algorithm suggested in this paper aims to
minimize both the time of processing and the size of
allocated memory. The algorithm detects not only the
longest common subsequence but finds all possible
common subsequences. The major DNA sequence is
represented in the linked-list X while the minor one is
represented in circular linked-list Y. An array of linked
lists Z is established where each linked list is
corresponding to an element of the linked-list X and a
new node is added to it for each match between the two
DNA sequences. If two or more matches (with same or
different length) at different locations in sequence Y
share the same location in sequence X, then the
corresponding nodes will construct a unique linked-list in
Z. Accordingly, by the end of processing, we obtain
multiple linked-lists containing nodes that reflect all
possible matches between the two sequences X and Y.
The array Z of linked lists is then traversed horizontally
and vertically retrieving all matches between sequences X
and Y.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
demonstrate some of interesting facts about DNA.
Section 3 illustrates the suggested algorithm, and the
implementation and experimental results are discussed in
Section 4. I conclude the paper in Section 5.

II. INTERESTING DNA FACTS
DNA or deoxyribonucleic acid codes for your genetic
make-up. There are lots of facts about DNA, but here are
some that are particularly interesting, important, or fun
[16-20].
•

•
•

•
•
•

Even though it codes for all the information that
makes up an organism, DNA is built using only
four building blocks, the nucleotides adenine,
guanine, thymine, and cytosine.
Every human being shares 99% of their DNA with
every other human.
If you put all the DNA molecules in your body end
to end, the DNA would reach from the Earth to the
Sun and back over 600 times (100 trillion times
six feet divided by 92 million miles).
A parent and child share 99.5% of the same DNA.
You have 98% of your DNA in common with a
chimpanzee.
Humans share 50% of their DNA with bananas.
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•
•
•

•
•

Cells can contain 6-9 feet of DNA. If all the DNA
in your body was put end to end, it would reach to
the sun and back over 600 times.
DNA in all humans is 99.9 percent identical. It is
about one tenth of one percent that makes us all
unique, or about 3 million nucleotides difference.
DNA can store 25 gigabytes of information per
inch and is the most efficient storage system
known to human. So, humans are better than
computers!!
In an average meal, you eat approximately
55,000,000 cells or between 63,000 to 93,000
miles of DNA.
It would take a person typing 60 words per minute,
eight hours a day, around 50 years to type the
human genome.

DNA sequence analysis can be used to identify
possible errors or abnormality in a DNA sequence (e.g. in
comparison with a normal one). It can be also used to
expect the function of a particular gene and compare it
with other “similar” genes from same or different
organisms.
If a new DNA sequence is discovered its functionality
is specified depending on its similarity with other known
DNA sequences. Such technique is used in several
medical applications and research studies.
DNA is composed of units called NUCLEOTIDES,
which are composed of three sub-molecules:
1. Pentose Sugar (deoxyribose)
2. Phosphate
3. Nitrogen Base (purine or pyrimidine)
DNA is composed of two complimentary strands of
nucleotides joined by hydrogen bonds:
Adenine with Thymine (A-T or T-A) They join with 2
hydrogen bonds Cytosine with Guanine (C-G or G-C)
They join with 3 hydrogen bonds. DNA twists into a
double helix, and conformity of style throughout a
conference proceedings. Margins, column widths, line
spacing, and type styles are built-in; examples of the type
styles are provided throughout this document and are
identified in italic type, within parentheses, following the
example. Some components, such as multi-leveled
equations, graphics, and tables are not prescribed,
although the various table text styles are provided. The
formatter will need to create these components,
incorporating the applicable criteria that follow.

III. THE SUGGESTED ALGORITHM
Given two DNA sequences X and Y of length n and m
respectively:
X= x_1 x_2 x_3 ……. x_n

(1)

Y= y_1 y_2 x_3 ……. y_m

(2)

Where x_i and y_i are chosen from a finite alphabet,
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e.g.{A,C,G,T}:
x_i ∈ {A,C,G,T},

y_i ∈ {A,C,G,T}

(3)

The goal is to determine the location and length of all
similar subsequences in both X and Y. Achieving this
goal, the suggested approach has been divided into two
consecutive algorithms:
3.1 The matching algorithm
The matching algorithm compares two DNA sequences
for all possible identical matches. The data structure
required for the suggested algorithm is shown in Fig.2.
The major DNA sequence string is represented in the
linked-list X while the minor one is represented in
circular linked-list Y. Each element of the linked-list Y
contains a data filed along with a single directional
pointer to the next element in a circular manner. Each
data field of Y holds one of the minor DNA sequence
characters (y_i). Each element of the linked-list X
consists of three fields described as follows. The first one
is a data field holding one of the major DNA sequence
characters (x_i), the second field is a pointer to an
independent linked-list, where the collection of those
independent linked lists are clustered and considered as
array of linked-list Z. The array Z will be used to hold the
resultant of the matching algorithm as will be illustrated
later. The third filed is simply a pointer to the next
element of the linked-list X.

null
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Fig.2. The data structures used in the suggested approach

The suggested algorithm begins by creating and then
initializing the prescribed data structure. The linked list X
and Y are created with lengths equal to the lengths of the
major and minor DNA sequences respectively. The major
DNA sequence (the longer one) is streamed and each
character is inserted sequentially in the data filed of a cell
of linked-list X. The same thing is done with the minor
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DNA sequence (the shorter one) where its characters are
inserted sequentially in the linked-list Y. The linked lists
of the array Z is left without creation as they will be
created during the matching process.
The matching algorithm aims to determine both the
location and length of all possible common subsequences
between the two DNA sequences represented in X and Y
linked lists respectively. For each match, the location and
length will be added to the corresponding node in the
array of linked lists Z. The main matching algorithm and
its subroutines are listed in List. 1 through List.3.
List.1: Pseudo code of Matching Algorithm
// Input : DNA1 and DNA2 sequences
Get Length_of_DNA1;
Get Length_of_DNA2;
For I = 0; I < Length_of_DNA1
For j = 0; J < length_of_DNA2
x = read character from DNA1[I]
y = read character from DNA2[J]
if ( x == y)
{
Perform Get_substring_until_no_match(I,J);
// L = length of the obtained substring
Add_ obtained_substring_to_Z(I,J, L);
}
Next J;
Next I;

Location
, Length.

Location
null , Length.
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As illustrated in List.1, when the two variables x and y
are
equal,
the
process
named
Get_substring_until_no_match (List 2) will be
performed continuously reading new pair of characters as
long as the new pair of characters x and y are equal
otherwise the process terminates. The length and location
of the obtained substring are considered as input to the
process named Add_obtained_substring_to_Z (List 3).
The
Add_obtained_substring_to_Z
process
is
responsible of adding information related to the obtained
substring to the array of linked lists Z. Each character of
the major DNA sequence, which is represented by X[I],
points to a separate linked list in the array Z. The
initialization process does not create the linked lists in
array Z but leave this task for process
Add_obtained_substring_to_Z to create only the actually
needed linked lists to save the allocated memory space.
Each separate linked list Z[I] should hold information
about all common substrings between sequence X,
starting at position I, and sequence Y. Accordingly, the
process adds a new node to the corresponding linked list
Z[I] writing both the length of the substring (Length), and
its location (J) in the second sequence Y to the
corresponding fields of this node.
By the end of the matching process, some characters of
the DNA sequence X have linked lists in the array Z and
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the others do not have.
List.2: Pseudo code Get_substring_until_no_match
// Input : DNA1 and DNA2 sequences
// I, J
m =I;
n = J;
Length =0;
x = read character from DNA1[m]
y = read character from DNA2[n]
while (x == y)
{
Length ++;
m++;
n++;
x = read character from DNA1[m]
y = read character from DNA2[n]
}

Fig.3. Illustration example of the matching process

Inspecting the linked lists produced by the matching
process leads to finding that the longest common
substring is “ATCA” at location 0 of the first sequence
and location 1 of the second sequence.
3.2 Information retrieving algorithm

Return Length

List.4: Pseudo code Information_retrieving
List.3 :Add_obtained_substring_to_Z
Input : I, J, Length
m =I;
n = J;
l = Length;
if X[m].pointer == null
{
create new linked_list Z[m]
add new cell with ( n, l )
// n = location of substring in DNA2 sequence
// l = length of substring
}
Else
Add new cell to linked_list Z[m]

The following example illustrates the matching process
of the suggested algorithm:
Input: two sequences:
DNA-1 sequence = “ATCAGTTACGT”
DNA-2 sequence = “TATCATG”
The two sequences are placed in linked lists X and Y
respectively. The matching process yields the common
subsequences and place their locations and lengths in
array Z of the linked lists (Red boxes in Fig.3). For
example, the first character at position 0 of the first
sequence (“A”) has two matches with the second
sequence at locations 1 and 4 with lengths 4 and 2
respectively. The first matching has length of 4 where the
subsequence “ATCA”exists in both sequences. The
second matching has length of 2 where the substring “AT”
exists in both sequences.
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// Input : linked list X where each cell consists of:
//
X.P_to_Z (pointer to a linked list in Z)
//
X.value
(data)
// Input : linked list array Z where each cell consists
of:
//
Z.Loc_in_Y (location in DNA2 sequence)
//
Z.length
(length of matching string)
Set pointer P to the first cell of linked_list X
For I = 0; I < Length_of_DNA1
{
Read cell from linked list X
Get from this cell pointer P_to_Z
//which points to the corresponding linked list in array
Z
While (P_to_Z != null)
{
Read from Z the cell pointed to by P_to_Z
pointer
L = Z.Loc_in_Y (Get length of matching string)
y = Get location of matching string in linked list
Y
Display retrieved information
P_to_Z = P_to_Z.next
}
P = P.next (point to next cell in X)
}

Performing the matching algorithm yields a massive
amount of linked lists in array Z. Every cell of each
linked list includes information (location and length) for a
single match between the two DNA sequences. To
retrieve this information, there is a need for a search
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algorithm to crawl through the linked lists included in
array Z. The algorithm begins reading the cells of linked
list X sequentially where each cell contains a pointer (or
null if there is no match at this position) to a single linked
list in Z. Each linked list in array Z has number of cells,
where each cell holds the length and location of common
matching subsequence between the pair of DNA
sequences. The algorithm is more clearly explained in
List. 4.
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length of the major string is considered and is represented
in Fig.9.
Applying the Matlab fit function to fit polynomials to
the obtained data yields the following polynomial
equation:

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Table 1. Relation between DNA sequence length and time of processing
(both the major and minor sequences are of the same length)
DNA
sequence
length
(Bytes)
100
150
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1200
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2500

First
time
component
(Seconds)

Second time
component
(Seconds)

0.014
0.03
0.04
0.118
0.267
0.482
0.697
0.932
1.683
1.853
2.425
4.136
7.266
8.496
9.268
12.158
13.26
15.209
18.443
34.252

1.115
2.383
4.137
9.25
16.76
25.845
39.124
49.29
67.447
81.893
107.085
144.045
195.367
227.435
258.286
289.917
326.128
360.33
399.903
633.684

Total
processing
time
(Seconds)
1.129
2.413
4.177
9.368
17.027
26.327
39.821
50.222
69.13
83.746
109.51
148.181
202.633
235.931
267.554
302.075
339.388
375.539
418.346
667.936

Fig.4. Relation between time consumed in constructing linked lists and
time consumed in traversing them in the suggested approach
𝒕 = 𝟔. 𝟐𝟎𝟓 𝒙 𝟏𝟎−𝟗 𝑺𝟑 + 𝟖. 𝟓𝟑𝟕 𝒙 𝟏𝟎−𝟓 𝑺𝟐 + 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏𝟓𝟓𝟖 𝑺 − 𝟐. 𝟑𝟕𝟗

Where t is the time consumed in seconds and S is the
DNA sequence size in bytes.

V. CONCLUSION
The suggested algorithm has been implemented using
C# language to perform comparison between two input
long DNA sequences and display all possible common
subsequences in suitable manner. In the first stage, two
DNA sequences with the desired lengths are randomly
generated for the test purpose and located in the
corresponding linked lists X and Y respectively. The
matching algorithm is performed in the second stage of
the program. The obtained results are retrieved from the
array of linked lists Z and displayed in suitable user
interface in the last stage. The program has been applied
to several DNA sequences with different lengths and the
time of processing is computed and then recorded in each
case. The time of processing has been studied in more
deep: the total time of processing consists of two
components; the first one is consumed in comparing the
two DNA sequences, constructing and inserting data in
the array of linked lists corresponding to each position in
the major sequence. The other time component is
consumed in traversing the linked lists to retrieve the
locations and lengths of the common subsequences. It has
been found that the first time component is trivial
compared to the second one (Table-1). The relation
between time of processing and its dependence on the
Copyright © 2016 MECS

DNA patterns matching is a fundamental and
upcoming area in computational molecular biology. The
algorithm proposed in this paper addressed not only the
problem of locating the longest common subsequences
(LCS) in two different sequences but also finds exactly
all common subsequences along with their locations and
lengths. It is based on the convolution between the two
sequences (named major sequence X and minor one Y)
and creating a node in the corresponding linked list in
array Z for each match between the two sequences. If
two or more matches share the same location in sequence
X, the corresponding nodes are clustered constructing a
single linked-list. The matching process yields a group of
linked-lists containing nodes arranged in certain manner
representing all possible matches between sequences X
and Y. The obtained results, compared with another
algorithms [22] presented very good speedups and
indicated that impressive improvements has been
achieved.
The proposed algorithm can be more
developed to locate the longest common subsequences
between the major DNA sequence and multiple minor
sequences.
Also, it can be modified to perform the
process of alignment between two DNA sequences.
Moreover, the algorithm needs to be developed to be able
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to run in parallel computing manner to cope with the long
time processing problem.
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